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Abstract. Hidden Markov model (HMM) has been successfully
used for sequential data modeling problems. In this work, we pro-
pose to power the modeling capacity of HMM by bringing in neural
network based generative models. The proposed model is termed as
GenHMM. In the proposed GenHMM, each HMM hidden state is
associated with a neural network based generative model that has
tractability of exact likelihood and provides efficient likelihood com-
putation. A generative model in GenHMM consists of a mixture of
generators that are realized by flow models. A learning algorithm
for GenHMM is proposed in expectation-maximization framework.
The convergence of the learning GenHMM is analyzed. We demon-
strate the efficiency of GenHMM by classification tasks on practical
sequential data.

1 Introduction

Sequential data modeling is a challenging topic in pattern recog-
nition and machine learning. For many applications, the assumption
of independent and identically distributed (i.i.d.) data points is too
strong to model data properly. Hidden Markov model (HMM) is a
classic way to model sequential data without the i.i.d. assumption.
HMM has been widely used in different practical problems, includ-
ing applications in reinforcement learning [7, 19], natural language
modeling [15, 12], biological sequence analysis such as proteins [1]
and DNA [24], etc.

A HMM is a statistical representation of sequential data generat-
ing process. Each state of a HMM is associated with a probabilis-
tic model. The probabilistic model is used to represent the relation-
ship between a state of HMM and sequential data input. The typical
way is to use a Gaussian mixture model (GMM) per state of HMM
[2], where GMMs are used to connect states of HMM to sequential
data input. GMM based HMM (GMM-HMM) has become a standard
model for sequential data modeling, and been employed widely for
practical applications, especially in speech recognition [10, 5].

Given the success of GMM-HMM, it is not efficient for model-
ing data in nonlinear manifold. Research attempts at training HMM
with neural networks have been made to boost the modeling capacity
of HMM. A successful work of this track has brought deep neural
network (DNN) that is defined by restrictive Boltzmann machines
(RBMs) [14] into HMM based models [13, 20, 23]. RBM based
HMM is trained with a hierarchical scheme consisting of multiple
steps of unsupervised learning, formatting of a classification network
and then supervised learning. The hierarchical procedure comes from
the empirical expertise in this domain. To be more specific, the hier-
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archical learning scheme of RBM/DNN based HMM consists of: i)
RBMs are trained one after the other in unsupervised fashion, and are
stacked together as one deep neural network model, ii) then a final
softmax layer is added to the stack of RBMs to represent the proba-
bility of a HMM state given a data input, iii) a discriminative training
is performed for the final tuning of the model at the final stage.

Another track of related work is hybrid method of temporal neural
network models and HMM. In [21, 4, 18], a long short-term memory
(LSTM) model/recurrent neural network (RNN) is combined with
HMM as hybrid. A hierarchical training is carried out by: i) training
a HMM first, ii) then doing modified training of LSTM using trained
HMM. This hierarchical training procedure is motivated by the intu-
ition of using LSTM or RNN to fill in the gap where HMM can not
learn.

The above works help improve modeling capacity of HMM based
models by bringing in neural networks. A softmax layer is usually
used to represent probability whenever a conditional distribution is
needed. These hierarchical schemes are built based on intuition of
domain knowledge. Training of these hierarchical models usually re-
quires expertise in specific areas to be able to proceed with the hier-
archical procedure of training and application usage.

In this work, we propose a generative model based HMM, termed
as GenHMM. Specifically, a generative model in our GenHMM is
generator-mixed, where a generator is realized by a neural network
to help the model gain high modeling capacity. Our proposed model,
GenHMM,

• has high modeling capacity of sequential data, due to the neural
network based generators;

• is easy to train. Training of GenHMM employs expectation max-
imization (EM) framework. Therefore, training a GenHMM is
as easy as training a GMM-HMM model, while configuration of
GenHMM is flexible;

• is able to compute loglikelihood exactly and efficiently.

Instead of using softmax for probability representation, our
GenHMM has tractability of exact loglikelihood of given sequential
data, which is based on the change of variable formula. To make the
loglikelihood computation efficient, neural network based generators
of GenHMM are realized as flow models.

Our contributions in the paper are as follows.

• Proposing a neural network based HMM for sequential data mod-
eling, i.e. GenHMM. GenHMM has the tractability of exact like-
lihood.

• Designing practical algorithm for training GenHMM under EM
framework. Stochastic gradient search in batch fashion is embed-
ded in this algorithm.
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Figure 1: HMM model illustration.

• Giving convergence analysis for GenHMM under the proposed
learning algorithm.

• Verifying the proposed model on practical sequential data.

2 Generator-mixed HMM (GenHMM)
Our framework is a HMM. A HMM H defined in a hypoth-

esis space H, i.e. H ∈ H, is capable to model time-span sig-
nal x = [x1, · · · ,xT ]ᵀ, where xt ∈ RN is the N -dimensional
signal at time t, [·]ᵀ denotes transpose, and T denotes the time
length2. We define the hypothesis set of HMM as H := {H|H =
{S, q,A, p(x|s; Φs)}}, where

• S is the set of hidden states ofH .
• q =

[
q1, q2, · · · , q|S|

]ᵀ is the initial state distribution of H with
|S| as cardinality of S. For i ∈ S, qi = p(s1 = i;H). We use st
to denote the state s at time t.

• A matrix of size |S| × |S| is the transition matrix of states inH .
That is, ∀i, j ∈ S,Ai,j = p(st+1 = j|st = i;H).

• For a given hidden state s, the density function of the observable
signal is p(x|s; Φs), where Φs is the parameter set that defines
this probabilistic model. Denote Φ = {Φs|s ∈ S}.

Using HMM for signal representation is illustrated in Figure 1.
The model assumption is that different instant signal of x is gener-
ated by a different signal source associated with a hidden state of
HMM. In the framework of HMM, at each time instance t, signal
xt is assumed to be generated by a distribution with density func-
tion p(xt|st; Φst), and st is decided by the hidden markov process.
Putting these together gives us the probabilistic model p(x;H).

2.1 Generative Model of GenHMM
In this section, we introduce the neural network based state prob-

abilistic model of our GenHMM. Recall that x ∈ RN . Subscript is
omitted when it does not cause ambiguity. The probabilistic model
of GenHMM for each hidden state is a mixture of K neural network
based generators, where K is a positive integer. The probabilistic
model of a state s ∈ S is then given by

p(x|s; Φs) =

K∑
κ=1

πs,κp(x|s, κ;θs,κ), (1)

where κ is a random variable following a categorical distribution,
with probability πs,κ = p(κ|s;H). Naturally

∑K
κ=1 πs,κ = 1. De-

note πs = [πs,1, πs,2, · · · , πs,K ]ᵀ. In (1), p(x|s, κ;θs,κ) is defined

2 The length for sequential data varies.

z ∼ ps,1(z) gs,1

z ∼ ps,2(z) gs,2

z ∼ ps,K(z) gs,K

x ∼ p(x|s; Φs)

κ ∼ πs

Figure 2: Source of state s in GenHMM.

as induced distribution by a generator gs,κ : RN → RN , such that
x = gs,κ(z), where z is a latent variable following a distribution
with density function ps,κ(z). Generator gs,κ is parameterized by
θs,κ. Let us denote the collection of the parameter sets of genera-
tors for state s as θs = {θs,κ|κ = 1, 2, · · · ,K}. Assuming gs,κ is
invertible, by change of variable, we have

p(x|s, κ;θs,κ) = ps,κ(z)

∣∣∣∣det

(
∂gs,κ(z)

∂z

) ∣∣∣∣−1

. (2)

The signal flow of the probability distribution for a state s of
GenHMM is shown in Figure 2, in which the generator identity is
up to the random variable κ.

2.2 Learning in EM framework
Assume the sequential signal x follows an unknown distribution

p(x). We would like to use GenHMM to model this distribution.
Alternatively, we are looking for the answer to the question

min
H∈H

KL(p(x)‖p(x;H)), (3)

where KL(·‖·) denotes the Kullback-Leibler divergence. For practi-
cal consideration, we only have access to the samples of p(x), i.e. the
dataset of this distribution. For the given dataset, we denote its em-
pirical distribution by p̂(x) = 1

R

∑R
r=1 δxr (x), where R denotes

the total number of sequential samples and superscipt (·)r denotes
the index of r-th sequential signal. The KL divergence minimization
problem can be reduced to a likelihood maximization problem

argmax
H∈H

1

R

R∑
r=1

log p(xr;H). (4)

For the likelihood maximization, the first problem that we need to
address is to deal with the hidden sequential variables of model H ,
namely s = [s1, s2, · · · , sT ]ᵀ and κ = [κ1,κ2, · · · ,κT ]ᵀ. For a
sequential observable variable x, s is the hidden state sequence cor-
responding to x, and κ is the hidden variable sequence representing
the generator identity sequence that actually generates x.

Since directly maximizing likelihood is not an option for our prob-
lem in (4), we address this problem in expectation maximization
(EM) framework. This divides our problem into two iterative steps:
i) using the joint posterior of hidden variable sequences s and κ to
obtain an “expected likelihood” of the observable variable sequence
x, i.e. the E-step; ii) maximizing the expected likelihood with regard
to (w.r.t.) the model H , i.e. the M-step. Assume model H is at a
configuration ofHold, we formulate these two steps as follows.
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• E-step: the expected likelihood function

Q(H;Hold) = Ep̂(x),p(s,κ|x;Hold) [log p(x, s,κ;H)] , (5)

where Ep̂(x),p(s,κ|x;Hold) [·] denotes the expectation operator by
distribution p̂(x) and p(s,κ|x;Hold).

• M-step: the maximization step

max
H
Q(H;Hold). (6)

The problem (6) can be reformulated as

max
H
Q(H;Hold)

=max
q
Q(q;Hold) + max

A
Q(A;Hold) + max

Φ
Q(Φ;Hold),

(7)

where the decomposed optimization problems are

Q(q;Hold) = Ep̂(x),p(s|x;Hold) [log p(s1;H)] , (8)

Q(A;Hold) = Ep̂(x),p(s|x;Hold)

[
T−1∑
t=1

log p(st+1|st;H)

]
, (9)

Q(Φ;Hold) = Ep̂(x),p(s,κ|x;Hold) [log p(x,κ|s;H)] . (10)

We can see that the solution of H depends on the posterior prob-
ability p(s|x;H). Though the evaluation of posterior according to
Bayesian theorem is straightforward, the computation complexity of
p(s|x;H) grows exponentially with the length of s. Therefore, we
employ forward-backward algorithm [3] to do the posterior compu-
tation efficiently. As we would detail in the next section, what are
needed to formulate the problem, are actually the p(s|x;H) and
p(s, κ|x;H). For the joint posterior p(s, κ|x;H), it can be com-
puted by the Bayesian rule when posterior of hidden state is avail-
able.

With such a solution framework ready for GenHMM, there are
still remaining problems to address before it can be employed for
practical usage, including

• how to realize GenHMM by neural network based generators such
that likelihood of their induced distributions can be computed ex-
plicitly and exactly?

• how to train GenHMM to solve problem in (4) using practical
algorithm?

• would the training of GenHMM converge?

We tackle these problems in the following section.

3 Solution for GenHMM
In this section, we detail the solution for realizing and learning

GenHMM. The convergence of GenHMM is also discussed in this
section.

3.1 Realizing gs,κ by a Flow Model
Each generator gs,κ is realized as a feed-forward neural netowrk.

We define gs,κ as a L-layer neural network and formulate its map-
ping by layer-wise concatenation: gs,κ = g

[L]
s,κ ◦ g[L−1]

s,κ ◦ · · · ◦ g[1]s,κ,
where superscript [l] denotes the layer index and ◦ denotes mapping
concatenation. Assume gs,κ is invertible and denote its inverse map-
ping as fs,κ = g−1

s,κ. For a latent variable z with density function
ps,κ(z), the generated signal x follows an induced distribution with

density function (2). We illustrate the signal flow between latent vari-
able z and observable variable x as

z = h0 h1 hL = x
g
[1]
s,κ

f
[1]
s,κ

g
[2]
s,κ

f
[2]
s,κ

g
[L]
s,κ

f
[L]
s,κ

where f [l]
s,κ is the l-th layer of fs,κ. We have z = fs,κ(x). If ev-

ery layer of gs,κ is invertible, the full feed-forward neural network
is invertible. Flow model, proposed in [9] as an image generating
model, is such an invertible feed-forward layer-wise neural network.
It is further improved in subsquential works [8, 17] for high-fidelity
and high-resolution image generating and representation. As shown
in (2), the challenge lies at the computation of Jacobian determi-
nant. Another track of flow models uses a continuous-depth models
instead. The variable change is defined by an ordinary differential
equation implemented by a neural network [6, 11], where the key be-
comes to solve the ODE problem. We use the layer-wise flow model
to model the variable change in (2) in which the efficient Jacobian
computation is available.

For a flow model, let us assume that the feature hl at the l’th layer
has two subparts as hl = [hᵀ

l,a , h
ᵀ
l,b]

ᵀ. The efficient invertible map-
ping of flow model comes from following forward and inverse rela-
tions between (l − 1)’th and l’th layers

hl =

[
hl,a
hl,b

]
=

[
hl−1,a

(hl−1,b −mb(hl−1,a))�ma(hl−1,a)

]
,

hl−1=

[
hl−1,a

hl−1,b

]
=

[
hl,a

ma(hl,a)� hl,b +mb(hl,a)

]
, (11)

where � denotes element-wise product, � denotes element-wise di-
vision, andma(·),mb(·) can be complex non-linear mappings (im-
plemented by neural networks). For the flow model, the determinant
of Jacobian matrix is

det(∇fs,κ) =
∏L
l=1 det(∇f [l]

s,κ), (12)

where ∇f [l]
s,κ is the Jacobian of the mapping from the l-th layer to

the (l − 1)-th layer, i.e., the inverse transformation. We compute the
determinant of the Jacobian matrix as

det(∇f [l]
s,κ) = det

[
∂hl−1

∂hl

]
= det

[
Ia 0

∂hl−1,b

∂hl,a
diag(ma(hl,a))

]
= det (diag(ma(hl,a))) , (13)

where Ia is identity matrix and diag(·) returns a square matrix with
the elements of · on the main diagnal.

(11) describes a coupling layer in a flow model. A flow model is
basically a stack of multiple coupling layers. But the issue of direct
concatenation of multiple such coupling mappings is partial identity
mapping of the whole model. This issue can be addressed by alter-
nating hidden signal order after each coupling layer.

3.2 Learning of GenHMM

In this subsection, we address the problem of learning GenHMM.
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3.2.1 Generative Model Learning

The generative model learning is actually to solve the problem in
(10), which can be further divided into two subproblems: i) generator
learning; ii) mixture weights of generators learning. Let us define
notations: Π = {πs|s ∈ S}, Θ = {θs|s ∈ S}. Then the problem
in (10) becomes

max
Φ
Q(Φ;Hold) = max

Π
Q(Π;Hold) + max

Θ
Q(Θ;Hold),

(14)

where

Q(Π;Hold) = Ep̂(x),p(s,κ|x;Hold) [log p(κ|s;H)] , (15)

Q(Θ;Hold) = Ep̂(x),p(s,κ|x;Hold) [log p(x|s,κ;H)] . (16)

We firstly address the generator learning problem, i.e.
max

Θ
Q(Θ;Hold). This is boiled down to maximize the cost

function of neural networks that can be formulated as

Q(Θ;Hold)

=
1

R

R∑
r=1

∑
sr

∑
κr

p(sr,κr|xr;Hold)

Tr∑
t=1

log p(xrt |srt , κrt ;H)

=
1

R

R∑
r=1

Tr∑
t=1

|S|∑
srt=1

K∑
κrt=1

p(srt |xr;Hold)p(κrt |srt ,xr;Hold)

log p(xrt |srt , κrt ;H), (17)

where T r is the length of the r-th sequential data. In (17), the
state posterior p(st|x,Hold) is computed by forward-backward al-
gorithm. The posterior of κ is

p(κ|s,x;Hold) =
p(κ,x|s;Hold)

p(x|s,Hold)

=
πold
s,κp(x|s, κ,Hold)∑K

κ=1 π
old
s,κp(x|s, κ,Hold)

, (18)

where the last equation is due to the fact that xt among sequence x
only depends on st, κt.

By substituting (2) and (12) into (17), we have cost function for
neural networks as

Q(Θ;Hold)

=
1

R

R∑
r=1

Tr∑
t=1

|S|∑
srt=1

K∑
κrt=1

p(srt |xr;Hold)p(κrt |srt ,xr;Hold)

[
log psrt ,κrt (fsrt ,κrt (xrt )) +

L∑
l=1

log | det(∇f [l]
s,κ)|

]
. (19)

The generators of GenHMM simply use standard Gaussian distribu-
tion for latent variables z ∼ ps,κ(z). Since training dataset can be
too large to do whole-dataset iterations, batch-size stochastic gradi-
ent decent can be used to maximize Q(Θ;Hold) w.r.t. parameters
of generators.

In what follows we address the problem maxΠQ(Π;Hold) in
our generative model learning. The conditional distribution of hidden
variable κ, πs,κ = p(κ|s;H), is obtained by solving the following
problem

πs,κ = argmax
πs,κ

Q(Π;Hold) (20)

s.t.

K∑
κ=1

πs,κ = 1, ∀s = 1, 2, · · · , |S|.

To solve problem (20), we formulate its Lagrange function as

L = Q(Π;Hold) +

|S|∑
s=1

λs

(
1−

K∑
κ=1

πs,κ

)
. (21)

Solving ∂L
∂πs,κ

= 0 gives

πs,κ =
1

λs

R∑
r=1

Tr∑
t=1

p(srt = s, κrt = κ|xr;Hold). (22)

With condition
∑K
κ=1 πs,κ = 1, ∀s = 1, 2, · · · , |S|, we have

λs =

K∑
κ=1

R∑
r=1

Tr∑
t=1

p(srt = s, κrt = κ|xr;Hold). (23)

Then the solution to (20) is

πs,κ =

∑R
r=1

∑Tr

t=1 p(s
r
t = s, κrt = κ|xr;Hold)∑K

k=1

∑R
r=1

∑Tr

t=1 p(s
r
t = s, κrt = k|xr;Hold)

, (24)

where

p(s, κ|x;Hold) = p(s|x;Hold)p(κ|s,x;Hold). (25)

Here p(s|x;Hold) can be computed by forward-backward algo-
rithm, while p(κ|s,x;Hold) is given by (18).

With the generative model learning obtained, it remains to solve
the initial distribution update and transition matrix update of HMM
in GenHMM, i.e. the problem (8) and (9). These two problems are
basically two constrained optimization problems. The solutions to
them are available in literature [3]. But to keep learning algorithm
for GenHMM complete, we give the update rules for q and A as
follows.

3.2.2 Initial Probability Update

The problem in (8) can be reformulated as

Q(q;Hold)

=
1

R

R∑
r=1

∑
sr

p(sr|xr;Hold) log p(sr1;H)

=
1

R

R∑
r=1

|S|∑
sr1=1

|S|∑
sr2=1

· · ·
|S|∑
sr
Tr

p(sr1, s
r
2, · · · , srTr |xr;Hold) log p(sr1)

=
1

R

R∑
r=1

|S|∑
sr1=1

p(sr1|xr;Hold) log p(sr1;H). (26)

p(sr1;H) is the probability of initial state of GenHMM for r-th
sequential sample. Actually qi = p(s1 = i;H), i = 1, 2, · · · , |S|.
Solution to the problem

q=argmax
q

Q(q;Hold), s.t.

|S|∑
i=1

qi = 1, qi > 0, ∀i. (27)

is

qi =
1

R

R∑
r=1

p(sr1 = i|xr;Hold), ∀ i = 1, 2, · · · , |S|. (28)
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3.2.3 Transition Probability Update

The problem (9) can be reformulated as

Q(A;Hold)

=

R∑
r=1

∑
sr

p(sr|xr;Hold)

Tr−1∑
t=1

log p(srt+1|srt ;H)

=

R∑
r=1

Tr−1∑
t=1

|S|∑
srt=1

|S|∑
srt+1=1

p(srt , s
r
t+1|xr;Hold) log p(srt+1|srt ;H).

(29)

SinceAi,j = p(srt+1 = j|srt = i;H) is the element of transition
matrixA, the solution to the problem

A =argmax
A

Q(A;Hold)

s.t. A · 1 = 1,Ai,j > 0 ∀i, j, (30)

is

Ai,j =
ξ̄i,j∑|S|
k=1 ξ̄i,k

, (31)

where

ξ̄i,j =

R∑
r=1

Tr−1∑
t=1

p(srt = i, srt+1 = j|xr;Hold). (32)

3.3 On Convergence of GenHMM
In pursuit of representing a dataset by GenHMM, we are interested

if the learning solution discussed in subsection 3.2 would converge.
The properties on GenHMM’s convergence are analyzed as follows.

Proposition 1. Assume that parameter Θ =
{θs,κ|s ∈ S, κ = 1, 2, · · · ,K} is in a compact set, fs,κ and
∇fs,κ are continuous w.r.t. θs,κ in GenHMM. Then GenHMM
converges.

Proof. We begin with the comparison of loglikelihood evaluated un-
derHnew andHold. The loglikelihood of dataset given by p̂(x) can
be reformulated as

Ep̂(x) [log p(x;Hnew)]

=Ep̂(x),p(s,κ|x;Hold)

[
log

p(x, s,κ;Hnew)

p(s,κ|x;Hold)

]
+ Ep̂(x)

[
KL(p(s,κ|x;Hold)‖p(s,κ|x;Hnew))

]
,

where the first term on the right hand side of the above inequality can
be further written as

Ep̂(x),p(s,κ|x;Hold)

[
log

p(x, s,κ;Hnew)

p(s,κ|x;Hold)

]
=Q(Hnew;Hold) + Ep̂(x),p(s,κ|x;Hold)

[
p(s,κ|x;Hold)

]
.

According to subsection 3.2, the optimization problems give

Q(qnew;Hold) > Q(qold;Hold),

Q(Anew;Hold) > Q(Aold;Hold),

Q(Πnew;Hold) > Q(Πold;Hold),

Q(Θnew;Hold) > Q(Θold;Hold).

Since

Q(Hnew;Hold) =Q(qnew;Hold) +Q(Anew;Hold)

+Q(Πnew;Hold) +Q(Θnew;Hold),

it gives
Q(Hnew;Hold) > Q(Hold;Hold).

With the above inequality, and the fact that
Ep̂(x),p(s,κ|x;Hold)

[
p(s,κ|x;Hold)

]
is independent of Hnew, we

have the inequality

Ep̂(x),p(s,κ|x;Hold)

[
log

p(x, s,κ;Hnew)

p(s,κ|x;Hold)

]
>Ep̂(x),p(s,κ|x;Hold)

[
log

p(x, s,κ;Hold)

p(s,κ|x;Hold)

]
.

Due to KL(p(s,κ|x;Hold)‖p(s,κ|x;Hold)) = 0, we have

Ep̂(x) [log p(x;Hnew)]

>Ep̂(x),p(s,κ|x;Hold)

[
log

p(x, s,κ;Hold)

p(s,κ|x;Hold)

]
+ Ep̂(x)

[
KL(p(s,κ|x;Hold)‖p(s,κ|x;Hold))

]
=Ep̂(x)

[
log p(x;Hold)

]
.

Since fs,κ and ∇fs,κ are continuous w.r.t. θs,κ in GenHMM,
Ep̂(x) [log p(x;H)] is bounded. The above inequality shows
Ep̂(x) [log p(x;H)] is non-decreasing in learning of GenHMM.
Therefore, GenHMM will converge.

3.4 Algorithm of GenHMM

Algorithm 1 Learning of GenHMM
1: Input: Empirical distribution p̂(x) of dataset
2: InitializingHold,H ∈ H gives:
Hold = {S, qold, Aold, p(x|s; Φold

s )},
H = {S, q, A, p(x|s; Φs)},
in which generators {gs,κ|s ∈ S, κ = 1, 2, · · · ,K} are all ini-
tialized randomly.

3: Hold ←H
4: Set learning rate η, neural network optimization batches N per

EM step
5: for H not converge do
6: for epoch n < N do
7: Sample a batch of data {xr}Rbr=1 from dataset p̂(x) with

batch size Rb
8: Compute posterior p(srt , κrt |xr;Hold)
9: Formulate lossQ

(
Θ,Hold

)
in (19)

10: ∂Θ← ∇ΘQ
(
Θ,Hold

)
11: Θ← Θ + η · ∂Θ
12: end for
13: q ← argmax

q
Q(q;Hold) by (28)

14: A← argmax
A

Q(A;Hold) by (32)

15: Π← argmax
Π

Q(Φ;Hold) by (24)

16: Hold ←H
17: end for
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To summarize the learning solution in subsection 3.2, we wrap our
algorithm into pseudocode as shown in Algorithm 1. We use Adam
[16] optimizer for optimization w.r.t. the parameters of generators in
GenHMM. As shown from line 6 to 10 in Algorithm 1, the batch-
size stochastic gradient decent can be naturally embedded into the
learning algorithm of GenHMM.

As described by the pseudocode in Algorithm 1, the learning of
GenHMM is divided into optimizations w.r.t. to generators’ parame-
ters Θ, initial probability q of hidden state, transition matrixA, and
generator mixture weights Π. Different from the optimization w.r.t.
to q,A and Π, which have optimal solutions, generator learning usu-
ally cannot give optimal solution to problem maxΘQ(Θ;Hold). In
fact, given that no optimal Θ is obtained, learning of GenHMM can
still converge as long as quantity Q(Θ;H) are improving in iter-
ations in Algorithm 1, where the inequalities in Proposition 1 still
hold. Therefore optimal Θ in each iteration is not required for con-
vergence of GenHMM as long as the loss in (19) is getting improved.

4 Experiments

To show the validity of our model, we implement our model in Py-
Torch and test it with sequential data. We first discuss the experimen-
tal setups and then show the experimental results. Code for experi-
ments is available at https://github.com/FirstHandScientist/genhmm.

4.1 Experimental Setup

The dataset used for sequential data modeling and classification
is TIMIT where the speech signal is sampled at 16kHz. The TIMIT
dataset consists of 5300 phoneme-labeled speech utterances which
are partitioned into two sets: a train set consists of 4620 utterance,
and a test set consists of 1680 utterances. There are totally 61 dif-
ferent types of phones in TIMIT. We performed experiments in two
cases: i) full 61-phoneme classification case; ii) 39-phonme classi-
fication case, where 61 phonemes are folded onto 39 phonemes as
described in [22].

For extraction of feature vectors, we use 25ms frame length and
10ms frame shift to convert sound track into standard Mel-frequency
cepstral coefficients (MFCCs) features. Experiments using the deltas
and delta-deltas of the features are also carried out.

Our experiments are performed for: i) standard classification
tasks (Table 2, 3, 4, 5), ii) classification under noise perturba-
tion (table 6, 7). The criterion used to report the results includes
accuracy, precision and F1 scores. In all experiments, generators
{gs,κ|s ∈ S, κ = 1, 2, · · · ,K} of GenHMM are implemented as
flow models. Specifically, our generator structure follows that of a
RealNVP described in [8]. As discussed, the coupling layer shown
in (11) maps a part of its input signal identically. The implementa-
tion is such that layer l + 1 would alternate the input signal order
of layer l such that no signal remains the same after two consecutive
coupling layers. We term such a pair of consecutive coupling layers
as a flow block. In our experiments, each generator gs,κ consists of
four flow blocks. The density of samples in the latent space is defined
as Normal, i.e. ps,κ(z) is the density function of standard Gaussian.
The configuration for each generator is shown as Table 1.

For each GenHMM, the number of states is adapted to the train-
ing dataset. The exact number of states is decided by computing the
average length of MFCC frames per phone in training dataset, and
clipping the average length into {3, 4, 5}. Transition matrixA is ini-
tialized as upper triangular matrix for GenHMM.

Table 1: Configuration of generators of GenHMM in Experiments

Latent distribution ps,κ(z)
s ∈ S, κ = 1, 2, · · · ,K Standard Gaussian

Number of flow blocks 4

Non-linear mapping ma, mb
Multiple layer perception,

3 layers and with hidden dimension 24

Table 2: Test accuracy table for 39 dimensional features and folded 39
phonemes.

Model Criterion K=1 K=3 K=5

GMM-HMM
Accuracy 62.3% 68.0% 68.7%
Precision 67.9% 72.6% 73.0%
F1 63.7% 69.1% 69.7%

GenHMM
Accuracy 76.7% 77.7% 77.7%
Precision 76.9% 78.1% 78.0%
F1 76.1% 77.1% 77.0%

Table 3: Test accuracy table for 39 dimensional features and 61 phonemes.

Model Criterion K=1 K=3 K=5

GMM-HMM

Accuracy 53.6% 59.6% 61.9%
Precision 59.1% 63.9% 65.7%
F1 54.7% 60.5% 62.7%

GenHMM
Accuracy 69.5% 70.6% 70.7%
Precision 69.2% 70.5% 71.0%
F1 68.6% 69.6% 69.6%

4.2 Experimental Results

We firstly show the phoneme classification using 39 dimensional
MFCC features (MFCC coefficients, deltas, and delta-deltas), to val-
idate one possible usage of our proposed model. Since generative
training is carried out in our experiments, GMM-HMM is trained
and tested as a reference model in our experiments. Training and
testing of GMM-HMM is in the same condition as GenHMMs are
trained and tested. Dataset usage for GenMM and GMM-HMM is
the same, and number of states for GMM-HMM is the same as that
for GenHMM in modeling each phoneme. Apart from setting the ref-
erence model, we also run the experiment comparisons with different
total number of mixture components.

Table 2 and 3 shows the results for this experiments, in which we
test both the folded 39-phoneme classification case (the conventional
way) in Table 2 and the 61-phoneme classification case in Table 3. As
shown in both 61-phoneme and 39-phoneme cases, GenHMM gets
significant higher accuracy than GMM-HMM for the same number
of mixture components. The comparisons with regarding to preci-
sion and F1 scores show similar trends and also demonstrate signif-
icant improvement of GenHMM’s performance. As our expectation,
GenHMM has better modeling capacity of sequential data since we
bring in the neural network based generators into GenHMM, which
should be able to represent complex relationship between states of
HMM and sequential data. Apart from the gain of using neural net-
work based generative models, there are also increases of accuracy,
precision and F1 scores as the number of mixture components in
GenHMM is increased fromK = 1 toK = 5. The sequential depen-
dency of data is modeled by HMM itself, while each state of HMM
can have better representation using a mixture probabilistic model if
data represented by the state is multi-mode. Comparing the results in
39-phoneme and 61-phoneme cases, GenHMM gets higher accuracy
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for 39-phoneme classification than it does for 61-phoneme classifica-
tion. The total training dataset size remains the same as 61 phonemes
are folded into 39 phonemes. There are less training data available
per phonemes and more classes to be recognized in the 61-phoneme
case, which makes the task more challenging.

Table 4: Test accuracy table for 13 dimensional features and folded 39
phonemes.

Model Criterion K=1 K=3 K=5

GMM-HMM
Accuracy 48.5% 51.2% 52.4%
Precision 56.2% 58.3% 59.5%
F1 50.3% 53.0% 54.2%

GenHMM
Accuracy 61.1% 62.1% 62.1%
Precision 61.1% 61.9% 62.1%
F1 59.7% 60.7% 60.2%

Table 5: Test accuracy table for 13 dimensional features and 61 phonemes.

Model Criterion K=1 K=3 K=5

GMM-HMM
Accuracy 37.1% 40.6% 42.2%
Precision 44.6% 47.4% 48.8%
F1 38.8% 42.1% 43.7%

GenHMM
Accuracy 50.3% 50.8% 52.3%
Precision 49.3% 50.9% 52.1%
F1 47.8% 48.3% 49.3%

Similar experiments are carried out by using only the MFCC co-
efficients as feature input (excluding deltas and delta-deltas). The
results are shown in Table 4 and 5. The superior performance of
GenHMM remains compared with reference model GMM-HMM,
with regarding to accuracy, precision and F1 scores. The gain by us-
ing mixture generators is also presented in this set of experiments
while the difference between 61-phoneme and 39-phoneme cases is
similar to the set of experiments in Table 2 and 3.

Table 6: Test accuracy table of perturbation with white noise (K = 3, folded
39 phonomes).

Model Criterion White Noise SNR
15dB 20dB 25dB 30dB

GMM-HMM
Accuracy 36.6% 44.2% 50.8% 57.1%
Precision 59.2% 64.2% 68.4% 70.6%
F1 39.9% 47.7% 53.9% 59.9%

GenHMM
Accuracy 52.4% 62.0% 69.7% 74.3%
Precision 60.0% 65.9% 71.7% 74.8%
F1 52.5% 62.0% 69.3% 73.5%

Apart from standard classification testing, we also test the robust-
ness of our model to noise perturbations. We train GenHMM with
K = 3 by clean TIMIT training data in the case of folded 39
phonemes with 39 dimensional features. The testing dataset is per-
turbed by either the same type of noise with different signal-to-noise
ratio (SNR) as shown in Table 6, or different type of noises with the
same SNR as shown in Table 7. The noise data is from NOISEX-92
database. The baseline of these two sets of experiments is the accu-
racy testing of GenHMM and GMM-HMM on clean testing data in
the same experimental condition, where GenHMM has 77.7% and

Table 7: Test accuracy table of perturbation by different type of noise
(SNR=20dB, K = 3, folded 39 phonomes).

Model Criterion Noise Type
White Pink Babble Volvo

GMM-HMM
Accuracy 44.2% 48.8% 57.7% 66.6%
Precision 64.2% 66.1% 67.0% 71.9%
F1 47.7% 52.3% 59.7% 67.8%

GenHMM
Accuracy 62.0% 65.1% 70.0% 75.7%
Precision 65.9% 67.8% 70.4% 75.9%
F1 62.0% 64.6% 69.0% 75.3%

GMM-HMM gets 68.0% as shown in Table 2. Similar superior per-
formance of GenHMM with regarding to precision and F1 scores is
also shown. It is shown in Table 6 that GMM-HMM’s performance
degenerates more than GenHMM’s performance at the same level
of noise perturbation, though the accuracy of both models increases
along the increase of SNR. Especially, for SNR=30dB, the accuracy
of GenHMM drops only about 3% (from 77.7% to 74.3%), while
GMM-HMM encounters more than 10% decrease (from 68.0% to
57.1%) due to the noise perturbation. In Table 7, the SNR remains
constant and GenHMM is tested with perturbation of different noise
types. It is shown that GenHMM still remain higher performance
scores at different types of noise perturbations than GMM-HMM.
Among these four types of noise, white noise shows most significant
impact to GenHMM while the impact of volvo noise is negligible.

5 Conclusion

In this work, we proposed a generative model based HMM
(GenHMM) whose generators are realized by neural networks.
We provided the training method for GenHMM. The validity of
GenHMM was demonstrated by the experiments of classification
tasks on practical sequential dataset. The learning method in this
work is based on generative training. For future work, we would
consider discriminative training for classification tasks of sequential
data.
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